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Task description 

 

Everyday, online news services publish massive news articles. In order to improve user 
browsing experience and avoid information overload, recommender systems have been 
widely adopted by these online news platforms. Based on the large-scale news datasets MIND 
from Microsoft, in this competition, I exploited different latest news recommendation 
algorithms and explored to enhance these algorithms by expanding the features and 
harnessing ensembling methods.  

 

Data analysis 

 

I identified the features of mind news dataset into three parts: users, news items,interactions. 

User_id is the only feature I can observe directly from users. This potentially implies that the 
current dataset is more suited for constructing a content-based news recommender system. 

Every news item has news_id, category, subcategory, title, abstract, url, title entities and 
abstract entities. Statistical information presented in Table 1 shows that there are some 
missing values in the attributes abstract, url, title_entity and abstract_entity. Figure 1  
describes the length distribution of title, abstract on train, dev and test respectively. 

 

Table 1. Description of news on train set, dev set, test set respectively. 

 



 

Figure 1. The length distribution of title and abstract on train, dev and test set. 

As for interactive information on news and users, I counted the number of positive and 
negative samples for the train set, dev set and test set respectively. The results are presented 
in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. The number of positive and negative clicks on the train and dev set. 

 

Submitted solution 

 

1. Dataset selection 

 

During experiments, I found that evaluating the model does not require the full dev set. Also, 
according to Wu et al., 2020, the train set of MIND is the first six-day record of week 5, and 
the dev set is the last day of week 5. Therefore,I sorted the dev set by ascending timestamp. 
I then divided the first 50% dev set into train set, and kept the remaining 50% as evaluated. 
Finally, the new training set and dev set were shuffled respectively. For each candidate items 
generated from the impression, positive clicks of each impression are retained, and negative 
clicks are filtered by the ratio of positive and negative 1:4. 

 

2.Features selection 

 



The attribute title, abstract, category, subcategory and user_id were chosen as features. 
Based on previous data analysis, I realized that there are a lot of missing values in abstract, 
so I tried to modify them by crawling the news content based on the news url, and I then used 
an open summarization library called Pegasus (Zhang et al., 2019) to generate a summary for 
each news item. 

 

3.Models selection 

 

Our base models modified from LSTUR (An et al., 2019), NAML(Wu et al., 2019a), NRMS(Wu 
et al., 2019b), TARN(Wu et al., 2019c), I did some experiments to find useful knowledge from 
these models. I listed the modified schemas as follow: 

3.1. LSTUR+NAML: use an attentive multi-view learning way to encode news, the way LSTUR 
learns user behaviors is retained. 

3.2. LSTUR+NAML+(summary): replace original abstract to summary, which generated from 
summarization library pegasus. 

3.3.LSTUR+NAML+(uid): use maximum entropy strategy to select learnable user_id 
throughout total user list. 

3.4.NRMS+NAML: use an attentive multi-view learning way to encode news, the way NRMS 
learns user behaviors is retained. 

3.5.LSTUR+NAML+Category: learn rank task and category prediction task together. 

 

4.Ensembles 

 

In the field of machine learning, ensemble algorithms integrate multiple learning methods and 
usually achieve better prediction results than a single algorithm. Here, a simple average 
ensemble method is used to perform a secondary fusion of the results of the base models. 

 

5.Training details 

Prediction results are evaluated by four metrics in the recommendation field, they are auc, mrr, 
ndcg@5, ndcg@10 respectively, the auc is the main metric to be considered. Hence, the 
model selected during training based on the performance of auc on the dev set.  

 



6.Framework 

 

Figure 2. The Training architecture for the task of ranking candidates. 

 

7.Experimental results on dev and 10%test 

 

 

Table 3. The performance of evaluation metrics on dev set and 10% test set. 
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